The two-dimensional majority language is the set of all two-dimensional arrays with 0/1 entries in which there are more l 's than 0'5. We show that this language can be recognized by a two-dimensional bounded cellular automaton using only one-way communication between neighboring cells. The recognition can occur within diameter time. 
Introduction
An open question in the study of arrays of finite state machines is whether or not there is any loss of computing power when communication between neighbors is restricted to be one-way rather than two-way. This problem has been addressed by several researchers, including [Dye80] , ["illIfS82 ] , [CY85] , and [CIV86] , and is likely to be hard in view of results obtained in [CIV86) .
In this paper we consider a relevant problem which was posed in [Dye80), that of recognizing the two-dimensional majority language (the set of all twodimensional Oil arrays containing more L's than O's) using only a one-way bounded cellular~~tomaton. It w~known that this language could be recognized (in diameter time) by a two-way bounded cellular automaton [Kos74] .
In the remainder of this section, we give the necessary definitions. Section 2 describes the algorithm and analyzes its time. We note that this definition could be extended to one-way k-dimensional bounded cellular acceptors and corresponds to the "k-way k-dimensional bounded cellular acceptors n defined in [Dye80]. 
Then the values for sub, row, and inc satisfy the following relationships.
if i = 1 and j = 1 then {upper left corner} is going to enter an accepting state, it does so by the time it outputs the endmarker '>'.
Let T( n, m) be the time required by an n by m cellular array to recognize majority using this algorithm. The time satisfies the following equations.
Thus, T( n ,m) = 2(n + m), which is diameter time, as defined in [Dye80). 
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